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COMMENTARY

CHAPTER VII

INTER-GOVERNMENTAL COMMODITY ARRANGEMENTS

General Comments

1. When Article 36 is dealt with the provisions of

Chapter VIIwhich would allow non-Members to participate in

commodity arrangements will, need to be taken into consideration.

2, The delegate for Brazil reserved the position of his

Government on the whole of Chapter VII insofar as its operation

might interfere with the production of primary commodities

for home consumption.

3. In the Report of the First Session (Chapter V, Section A,

paragraph 3, page 19) the Drafting Committee was requested to

examine the use of the terms "primary", "agricultural",

"mineral", "commodityy" and "product" throughout the Charter, in

order to ensure uniformity and consistency in their application.

The Drafting Committee has acted accordingly and it has found

that the terms were properly used throughout this Charter except

in some cases and then due amendments have been made. A

further note in this respect will be found in the commentary

to Article 60.

4. Chapter V, Section D, paragraph 5, page 21, of the Report

of the First Session, referred to the Drafting Committee

suggestions concerning the allocation of certain functions

among the various organs of the Organization. These suggestions.

are taken into account in the drafting of Article 77

: (Functions of the Commodity Commission). However, it was not

felt necessary to specify in great detail the allocation of

functions as given on page 21 of the Report.
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PTERAhi VII

ERTl1 -GRNMENTALECOMMODITY ARRAN EMEN1G1TS

SIONTOH A N- ITER-EONMENTAOMM.A.ODITRRNGAMENT: IS
IENEREMMAL
Article 46

Dicffoiltfes Relatino t_ Primary Commodities

TMe -embers recognize that the relationship between

production and consumption of some primaromc-modities may

presenspec liaL difficulties. These special difficulties are

different in character from those which manufactured goods

present generally. They arise out of such conditions as the

disequilibrium betweer p oductian end consumption, the

accumulation ;of burdensome stocks and pronounced fluctuoticns
in prices., They may eav4 serious adverse effects on the

interests of producers and consumers, as well as widespread

repercussiojs Jeopardizing general policies of economic

expansion.

-Article47.

Objectives of Inter-Governmentaommc~rodity Arganeemsnts

-nter-grne-amental momModitrra aengsments may be employed
to enable countriess to overcome the special difficulties

referred. to in Article 46 without resorting to action

inconsist nt-w th.thurpraposes of this Charter, by achieving

the following objectives:

(a) to prevent or alleviate the serious economic problems

which may arise when, production adjustments cannot be

effected by the free play oar m-ket forces as rapidly as

the circumstances require;

(b) to vioytde, during the period which may be necessary,

a framework for the. consideration and development of
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CHAPTERVII

INTER-GOVERNMENTAL COMMODITY ARRANGEMENTS
SPECIFIC COMMENTS

cArtile 47
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Measures which will have as their purpose economic

adjustment designedto promotetheexpansion of

consumption of a shift of resources and manpower out of

over-expanded. industries into new and productive

occupations;

(c) to moderate pronounced fluctuations in the price of

a primary commodity above and below the level which

expresses the long term equilibrium between the forces

of supply and, demand [in order to achieve a reasonable

degree of stability on the basis of remunerative prices

to efficient producers without unfairness to consumers];

(d) to maintain and develop the natural resources of the

world and protect them fromunnecessary exhaustion; and

(e) to provide for expansion in the production of a

primary commodity which is in such short supply as

seriously to prejudice the interests of consumers.

Article 48

Special Commodity Studies

1. Any Member substantially interested in the production,

consumption or trade of a particular primary commodity shall

be entitled, if it considers that special difficulties exist

or are expected to arise regarding the commodity, to ask that

a study of that commodity be made.

2. Unless it resolves that a prima facie case has not been

established, the Organization shall promptly invite the Members

substantially interested in the production and consumption

of or trade in the commodity to appoint representatives to

a Study Group to make a study of the commodity. Non-Members

having a similar interest may also be invited.
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.7 (c) tio he Cuban delegaiqn..stressed that the statement of

objectives, of ccnmodiul arralngements sho d incude provision

we. . .. .for res erative ae v4ell.as tble priceS.3,specially in view of

the fact that in certain countries, due to the lack of

alterative employment, ,roduction of a commodity continues

evec when not.prqtitable. .t.was depided to introduce the

Cubae.amendmend between square brackatsas an aIdition to the

prentisub-para#gap (c)..d to add to -th amendment wording

safeguarding the interests. of consumers..

47: (d) The delegate of the UntedStates doubted the necessity of
and (e)

including sub-pa graps (d) and (e), because they pertain

exclusive- to shortage situations. With reference to sub-

paragraph (d), he was of the opinion that as conservation

agreements were by their nature regulatory they would have to

conform to the principles governing regulatory agreements;

however, the statement of the circumstances governing the use

of regulatory agreements formulated in Chapter VII did not

appear applicable to conservation agreements, because it

required te p6se~ieof a -brdensom:-surplus or widespread
unemployment. As to sub-paragraph (e) it was difficult to

devise an objective wammy of determine when a coodity was in

such short supply as to prejudice seriously the interests

of consMers.

... .... .,. , :..^ *
-
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3. The Study Group shall, in the light of an investigation of

the root causes of the problem, promptly report its findings

regarding the production, consumption and trade situation of

the commodity. If the Study Group finds that special

difficulties exist or are expected to arise it shall make

recommendations to the Organization as to how best to deal with

such difficulties. The Organization shall transmit

promptly to the Members any such findings and recommendations.

A~~~rleco94Sf

Commodity Conferences

1On ~C the basis of the recondadcItions of the Study Group

or on the basis of information about the root causes of the

problems agreed to be adequate by the Members substantially

interested in the production, consumption or trade of a

particularimr~iarommcnoyit7, the OrganiiatIoh sball

promptly at the request of a Mem er'having a substantial

interest, oromay, on its own initiative, convene an inter-

govmernental conference for the purpose of discussing

measures desig ed'to meet the special difficulties which have

been found to exist or are expected to arise.

2. Any Member having a substantial interest in the

production an consumption of or trade in the commodity shall

be entitled to participate in the Conference, and non-Members

having a similar interest may be invited by the Organization

to participate.

Article 50

Relations with In-er;Governmental
Organizations

1. Competent inter-governmental organizations, such as the

Food and. Agriculture Organization, shall be entitled
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Article 49

Paragraph 3 of the textd as eraftod in Lowdon Was deleted,

because it seemed chmmt zonodity arrangemenomridcamened by

the Conference would have to .conform t tre%cpainoiples stated

in the ChapteF. furthermore, regulatory agreements would have

to co nor iolyt,.on to toe prbvisions of Article 51, but

also to those. of Article 53.

.,.

....

.M-

-'j I

j: .,- .?.

.- -.' C.,% :
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CHARTER(a)to submit to the Organization any relevant study of

a primary commodity;

(b) to ask that a study of a primary commodity be made.

2. The Organization may request any inter-governmental

organization which it deems to be competent, to attend or

take part in the work of a Study Group or of a Commodity

Conference.

Article 51

General Principles of Inter-Governmental
Commodity Arrangements

Members undertake to adhere to the following principles

governing the operation of all types of inter-governmental
commodity arrangements:

(a) such arrangements shall be open initially to
SY4_- .* '*:226*j- .*2ht*.-

participation by any Member on terms no less favourable

than those accorded to any other country and thereafter

upon such term as may be approved by the Organization;

(b) non-Members may be invited by the Organization to

participate in. such arrangements and the provisions of

sub-paragraph (a) of this Article applying to Members

shall apply to any non-Member so invited;

(c) under such arrangements participating countries shall

arrange for equitable treatment as between non-participating

Members and participating countries affording advantages

commensurate with obligations accepted by

non-participating Members;

(d) participating countries shall, in matters the subject

of such arrangements, afford non-participating Members

treatment no less favourable than that accorded to any
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.

-

.*

1eneral PrIycloles of Tnter-Govermental

A l .ne from theJw.- ts...dft 4et the First Session

was made in the arrapgement of the paragraphs; paragraphs 1

and 2 remain with minor drafting, changes, as sub-paragraphs (a)
and. (b), ne. sub-p ra phs c.) and (d) have been added.

phs2 and containticneg the substance of p3aa .. an, 3 of Aril 53

. ...an. 3 ofAtce5

of the London'ha.ter. and sub- aregrap:s (e), (f), and (g)

repcivJy

are the former parqg"BP;3-5,nd' res e tiv. ,

Paragraph J of the Iondon tezt has been transferred from

Article 51 to Artici? 53.

~~.:-.w.''>.' ._i '

51: (c) These paaraphs IUae beep includedl ~n.tis Article
and (d)

becausof t tbat the provisions

contained'ix them apled .l dit arrangements and nio
to regu~ator~ a~rem * . * .

51: (The text of taraeseont of paragraph vas

- gedan ordei'to-b iftftheofp ition o fnon-participating

Ken c*zti*e- ,

~..

~~~~~~. . ..~~~~~Ciicr51t Aric'v3
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CHARTERnon-Member which does not participate in the arrangement;

(e) such arrangements shall include provision for

adequate participation of countries substantially

interested, in the importation or consumption of the

commodity as well as those substantially interested in its

exportation or production;

(f) such arrangements shall provide, where practicable,

for measures designedto expand world consumption of the

commodity;

(g) full publicity shall be given to any inter-
. , .o iy arrangeme.

gyvernmentanl 0on0atiarrangemet proposed or concluded,

tf the statements o° considerations and objectives advanced

ey the proposinn NZrbers, to the uatuie and development

of measures adopted to correct the underlying situation

which gave rise to the arrangement and, periodically, to

the operation of the arrangement.

GECTIONENB - INTER GOVERNRGNGAMENTMMODITY AREAMEK S
lLAVOLVING PRO' GUITION OF FE9DUCTION,

TRADE AND PRICES

Article 52

Circumstances Governing the Use of Regulatory Agreements

Members agree that regulatory agreements may be employed

onlyr when it is determined that:

(a) a burdensome surplus of a primary commodity has

developCtd or is expected o develop; which would cause

serious hardship nto poroducers, amog whm are small

puroducers vhb ccont for a substantial portion of the

total output, and these conditions cannot be corrected by

normal ms~ket forces alone, in time to prevent such

hardship) because characteristically, in the case of

VI

:
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51:(g) After some discussion the Committee agrees to maintain the

words "full publicity" on the understanding that the application

of this requirement to any. "proposed" arrangement would not

entail publicity in regard to discussions and verbatim records

before the arrangement began operating. It was also agreed to

stipulatee that the operation of the agreement should be given

publicity periodically.

Article 52.

Circumsuancery:Governing tbe .s. of Reg'lato:.Agreements

52: (e)Tt-' fe ,tat!the hrase J"blicusecharacteristically,
and. ,' , ,

in the case of the primar commodity concerned, a substantial

reduction in price does not lead to a significant..." is only

to be considered as a de'eriptive one and is mot to be

interpreted in the sense *bat a substantial reduction in price
Vould be regarded as a pre-requieite for the adoption or

extension of a regulatory agreement.



the primary commodity concerned, a substantial reduction

in price does not readily lead to a significant decrease

in production; or

(b) widespread unemployment or under-employment in

connection with a primary commodity,arising out of

difficulties of the kind referred to in Article 46, has

developed or is expected to develop, which would not be

corrected by normal market forces alone in time to

prevent widespread and undue hardship to workers,

becaueecharacteristically, in the case of the industry

concerned; a substantial reduction in price does not

. ~.: eadily lead to a- significant intrease in consumpnion but

to thd dedtctior usmployet and becaee areas in

. -: , -cwh ch thexccmodity -is produedin substantial quantity

do hot afford aluernative employment opportmnities for

the workers involved; or

(c) the Crganiomtion fiadtX that, for a coemdity other

than a primary-comodity, in.addition to the circumstances

set forth in either (a) or (bj above, exceptioral

hiccita. Agr ee3ti uunaqttonA=.: mentsi 8 der tis

sub-paragraph shall be governed not only by the principles

set forth In this Chapter but also by any other

..-ganme~ts.V -therta lish.onmawy et-b3

~~~~ .
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The Chilean delegate felt that the problems of countries

with a small volume of international trade as distinct from

those of small producers did not receive sufficient attention

in the London text; it is particularly in such countries that

hardships to a substantial part of the economy are liable to

hamper the well-being of the country, even when there are no

small producers. He therefore suggested the following

amendment to paragraph 1 as it appears in the Charter as

drafted in London:

After "serious hardship to producers" delete "among whom

are small producers who account for a substantial portion

of the total output" and substitute "or affecting the

economy of one or more of the Member countries, which

Jointly or individually represent a substantial portion

of the total output; or".

It was the general opinion of the Drafting Committee that,

as the hardships the Chilean proposal was intended to cover

would be the outcome of unemployment or under-employment, they

were in fact covered by sub-paragraph (b) of Article 52.

52: (b) It was decided to provide for the possible use of

regulatory agreements not only when unemployment but also when

under-employment exists.

52: (c) The drafting change containe in sub-paragraph (c) was

based on the consideration that commodity arrangements concerning

non-primary Products should not be easier to conclude than

those for primary commodities. The London text was ambiguous

and might have been interpreted to mean that arrangements for

commodities other then primary commodities could be concluded

without a burdensome surplus or widespread unemployment being in
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existence or expected

Suggested Additional Paragraph: ,;

The FAOQobserv r raiues.the q3aSt on as to-whether the

' 'agoa.pars6r~dhs .,sn. 2o.Article 52 comvers comodity

agrwhmcnts vbieh migst be deoirediin order to promote price

3tabflexp nndda Paduck proand ion uW4,.consmption, as

Itcnmie ded forlbasiuffoodstptfs in the ReportFof the PAO

t Pre tormmso isaWorld yiWrJ4 ood Proposals. If not, he

se&gestsdollthe f cwangeg.che s in Article 52:

Chaege ts.prevent sub-paragraph (c) to sub-paragdaph (&)

ant idd a negw paracaph eadinr4n4 ag follows:

(c) nt isjaryesseaxnato eRnble thu prodUcers and the

governments concerned to carryforward concerted

mrograrmes for the expanofon ' aggregate world

production nand cosumption of a yrimemr comodity or".

Itewagn racooized that the matter was one for

consideration at Geneva.

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A
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Additional Prlincipes GoverRning egulatory Agreements

Members undertake to adhere to the following principles

governinglaregutory agreements in additoon tp those stated in

Article 51:

(a) Members agree not to ittoIXnn t ay new regulatory

ageement unless as h a been.recommdendeby a conference

called in accordawce vithcAr i9e.41. Nevertheless,

Members substantially intereste in.the productaon end

consumption of, or tride In, a particular commodity may

proceed by direct negotiation to the conclusion of an

agreement, provided that it conforms to the other

provisions of this Chapter, if there has been

unreasonable delay in the proceedings of the Study Group

or of the Commodity Conference; .

(b) such agreements shall be desi neo& t. assure the

avalibilability of supplies adequate at all times for

world demand at reasona[ae Z-nd se]abl7 prices

remunerative to effeicint prodrs];;

(c) under such agreements participating countries which

are largely dependent for consumption on imports of the

commodity involved shall, in determinations made relating

to substantive matters, have together a voice equal to

that of those countries largely interested in obtaining

export markets for the commodity, provided that any country

which. is largelyiInterested in the commodity but which does

not fall precisely under either of the above categories,

shall, according to is3 interests in the circumstances,

have an appropriate voice within one or the other
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Aditlonai PrpnciuGes 0ovngerni lReguy Agreeme. nts
;..s- -_. -

TherMha been acha8sp in the arrangement of the

paregraphs from the text as draoted at the First Sessicn;
_. .' : * - .: ;W

-aragraph 1 bees sub-paragraph .(a, sub-paragraph (b)

contains the aubstance of former paragraph, 4, ub-paragraph (c)
wSv-.1. ' ;' s 't. E .- *

is the reiorulation'of paragraph 1 of Article 51 of the

L'4.on Charter end vub-paragrapis (d) and (e) are the former

graphs 5 ad respectively.

53: (b) The delegate of Cuba submitted an amendment to

sub-paragraph (b) which it -as decided to refer to Geneva

Inserting it in the text of the par'raph between square
brackets. The Chilean delegate asked that a reasonable price"

should not be a price ihich does not cover the costa of

production

53: (c) 1. The transfer of this sub-paragraph from Article 51 was

motivated by the fact that the equality of producers and

consumers In representation and in voting vas of importance

ony in regulatory agreeme. The delegate of the

Unite& ingdom reserved his.position concerns this transfer

and the delegates o0 Australia and WevZetland were of the

opinion that the thole text of the jub-peragrph should be

Within square brackets because the transfer from Article 51
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CHARTERcategory withoutaltering the equality between the two;

(d) such agreementsshall,with due regard to the need

during a period of change for preventing serious economic

and socialdislocation and to the position of producing

areas which may suffering from abnormal and temporary

disabilities, makeappropriate provision to afford

requirements from sources from which such requirements

can b suppliedine most tff'ctionand~nepftr Xmanner;economic

cipatng .u'
i s-shalltformulonntrieD Pb4lL AO=Alate and adopt

a progrus&e of economic sdjwtment believed to be

s- s 'nt8ltCro rneseubeta~iaiu pogsesa toward soltion

of the probem iishin the.timetlimjtp of the agreement.
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constituted a substantive change.

2. There was a substantial agreement in the Committee in

favour of clarifying the text of that part of sub-paragraph (c)

which pertains to the position of countries whose foremost

interest is in the production and consumption of a commodity,

but not in its trade. It was thought that in this respect

the London text was subject to misinterpretation and a new

text was devised in order to avoid the possibility of the

existence of a third group of countries; the producers-

consumers, who in matters of voting might upset the balance

in favour of either importers or exporters, Under the

present wording, the producers who at the same time are

consumers may in matters of representation and voting he

included according to their interests with either importers

or exporters. The delegate of the United Kingdom expressed

doubt as to the effect of the insertion in the text of the

following expression: "according to its interests in the

circumstances" and, "within one or the other category without

altering the equality between the two", and suggested that

they be put between square brackets.

3. For sub-paragraph (c) the delegate for Chile proposed

the text of sub-paragraph (4) of Article 51 of the text as

drafted at the First Session:

"In such arrangements participating countries.

under either of the above classes, shall have an

appropriate voice;"
with the addition of.:

"Provided also that said consuming or exporting countries

will not oppose the adoption of necessary measures to
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OMMENTARYa -easonable, price increase for said product, when the

pricehas h a- ai.pprei leabdreasade as compared with a

prior representative period, or when current prices do

nscoev r~tatelproduction costanda would substantially

affect the econcmy of one or more Member-countriew vhich

represent c 6onsiderable portion of t e-total output of

said product".*

The Chi ean delegate felt that this proposal was notemsant

-to be a s bhtantiae.cbange end that the point raised by his

delegation wvuld be co-ered if the proposed Cuban amendment

to Articwe 47f(c) vere iinallH wgreed. lovever, some delegates

ndersotod-thatpc'her sti'ulations of the Charter covered the

intereilsathamCn.menn c-smdanreit cover. to CC7'-

53: (e) w It vas fthe thas .uhstane "lbboe tia.prcgress toward

oolutiop Qf tme ;robled" caseerewherc-sh hag'e m'e eareenent

impedei a deonrooratier 0u tie sitJaiton.

.-
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Article 54

Administration of Regulatory Agreements

1. Each regulatory agreement shall provide for the

establishment, of a governing body, herein referred to as a

Commodity Council.

2. Each of the countries participating in an agreement

shall be entitled to have one representative on the Commodity

Council. These representatives alone shall have the right to

vote. Their voting power shall be determined in such a way

as to conform with the provisions of sub-paragraph (c) of

Article 53.

3. The Organization shall be entitled to appoint a non-

voting representative to each Commodity Council and may invite

any competent inter-governmental organization to nominate

a non-voting representative for appointment to a Commodity

Council.

4. Each Commodity Council shall have a non-voting chairman

who, if the Council so requests, shall be nominated by the

Organization.

5. The Secretariat of each Commodity Council shalI be

appointed by the Council after consultation with the

Organization.

6. Each Commodity Council shall adopt appropriate rules of

procedure and regulations regarding its activities, provided

that they are not found by the Organization to be inconsistent

with the principles and provisions of this Charter.

7. Each Commodity Council shall make periodic reports to

the Organization on the operation of the agreement which it

administers. In addition, it shall make such special reports
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Article 54
-Adinistration of uegNlatory ALree9mnts

~ ..

-- ;

5~: 6. The Cuban delegate suggested a change in the text of

paragraph 6 in order to avoid the necessity for approval by the
Organization of every'deitailed. rule of procedure adopted by the

wCo.odty.oificil. Iom~as -areed by the C*mittee that an

*..,..appQvael wasthe Organization :ka sufficient and the text

Vnglchne owcruime1y. t allcir rles of -prcedure and

ed. rgy theaton mmo b Co= dity Council to stan. unless the

. - . -.. *~

Orwinziation decidedsthat they conflicted vith the provision
.*ofthhAter..
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as the Organizamion bac speoify or as the Council itself

considers. to bvaof -tlue to the Organization.

8. The expenses ofmm Coliodity Council shall be borne

by the participating countries.

Arti5le 5S

Provision for Initial Terms, Review and Renewal of
BeguyatorZ Agreements

Io regulatory agreement shall remain in force for more

then five years, unless renewed, and no renewal shall be for

a longer period then five years. Renawal end termination of

such agreements shall be subject to the procedures

established therein and renewed agreements shall conform to

the principles of this Chapter. Regulatory agreements shall

also include provision for withdrawal of any party.

dirio-fcally, at iantervls no greater then three years, the

Organization shall prepare and publish a review of the

operation of each agreement in the light of the principles set

forth in this Chapter. Moreover a regulatory agreement shall

provide that if its operation has failed substantially to

conform to the principles laid down in this Chapter,

participating countries shall revise the agreement to conform

to the principles, or shell terminate it. When an agreement is

terminated, the Organization shall take charge of archives

and, statistical material of the Commodity Council.

Article 56

Settlement of Disputes

Any question. or differeonce cinerniig the interpretation of

the provisions of a regulatory agreement or arising out of its

operation. shall be discussed. originally by tmm io~odtty Council.

In the absence of agreemeht, toe question shall be referred to
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Article 55

Provision for Initial Terms,Review and Renewal of

RegulatoryAgreements
On the suggestion of the Cuban delegation, it was

agreed by the Committee, to make explicit provision in the

text for the withdrawal of Members from commodity

arrangements. It Was also agreed to add a reference to the

possibility of terminating an agreement by mutual consent,
even though the arrangement had conformed to the principles

of the Chapter.

Article 56

Settlement ofDisputes

The reference to Article 71 in the text as drafted at

the First Session has been replaced by a reference to

Article 86.
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the Commodity Commission for examination and recommendation to

the Excecutive Board. The Executive Board. shall then issue a

ruling in pursuance of the provisions of Article 86.

SECTION C - MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

Article 57

Obligations of MembersRegarding Existing and
Proposed Commodity Arrangements

1. Members. shall transmit to the Organization the full text

of each inter-governmental commodity arrangement in which they

are participating at the time of the coming into force of their

obligations under this Charter. Members shall also transmit

to the Organization appropriate information regarding the

formulation, provisions and operation of such arrangements.

Members shall conformwith the decisions made by the

Organization regarding their continued participation in any

such inter-governmental commodity arrangement which, after

review by the Organization, shall have been found to be

inconsistent with the intentions of this Chapter.

2. Members shall transmit to the Organization appropriats
information regarding any negotiations, looking to the

conclusion of an inter-governmental commodity arrangement, in

which they are participating at the time of the coming into

force of their obligations under this Charter. Members shall

also conform with decisions made by the Organization regarding

their continued participation in any such negotiations. The

Organization may dispense with the requirement of a Study

Group or a Commodity Conference, if it finds them

unneceesary in the light of the negotiations.
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Article 58

General Undertaking by Members

Members, including Members not parties to a particular

commodity arrangement, shall give the most favourable possible

consideration to any recommendation by a Commodity Council

for expanding consumption of the commodity in question.

Article 59

Exceptions to Provisions Relatingto Inter-Governmental
Commodity Arrangements

The provisions of Chapter VII shall not apply:

(a) to inter-governmental commodity arrangements which

relate solely to the equitable distribution of

commodities in short supply, or to those provisions of

inter-governmental commodity arrangements which

appropriately relate to the protection of public

morals or the protection of human, animal or plant life

or health; provided, that such arrangements are not used

to accomplish results inconsistent with the objectives

of Chapter VI or Chapter VII. Members shall not

participate in such arrangements if they involve the

regulation of production, trade or prices, unless

authorized or provided for by a multilateral convention

subscribed to by a majority of the countries affected or

unless operated under the Organization;

(b) to international fisheries or wildlife conservation

agreements with the sole objective of conserving and

.developing these resources or to agreements relating to the

purchase and sale of a commodity falling under Section E

of Chapter V; and
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Article 59

The Committee was of the opinion that arrangements

relating solely to the equitable distribution of commodities

in short supply and mentioned in this Artlicle should be

short-term arrangement of a transitional character.

59: (b) In order to ensure that the provisions of Chapter VII should

not apply to conservation agreements relating to wildlife and

fesheries and to agreements made in accordance with the

provisions of Section E of Chapter V, it was decided to group

these agreements with the exceptions contained in this Article.
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(c) to arrangements relating to fissionpable materials,

to the traffic in arms, ammunition and implements of war

and to such traffic in other goods and materials as is

carried. on for the purpose of supplying a military

establishment, or, in the time of war or other emergency

in international relations, to the protection of the

essential security interests of a Member.

Article 60

Definitions

1. For the purposes of this Chapter, the term "primary

commodity" means any product of farm, forest or fishery, or

any mineral, which enters world trade in substantial volume

in a form customarily called primary, and may include such a

product on which minor processing has been performed in

preparation for export. The term may also cover a group of

commodities, of which one is a primary commodity as defined. above

and the others are commodities (whether primary or non-primary).

which are so closely related to the other commodities in the

group that they can conveniently be dealt with in a single

arrangement,

2. For the purposes of this Chapter, the term "Member" or

"non-Member" shall be taken to mean a Member or non-Member of

the Organization with its dependent territories. If a Member

or non-Member and its dependent territories form a group, of

which one or more units are mainly interested in the export of

a commodity and. one or more in the import of the commodity,

there may be either joint representation for all the associated

territories or, where it is so desired separate representation.

for the territories mainly interested in export and separate

representation for the territories mainly interested in import.
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60:1 1. Acting upon the instructions of the Preparatory Committee,

the Drafting Committee made more specific the definition of a

primary commodity, and particularly so as to make clearer the

inclusion or products closely related. to primary commodities

within the scope of commodity arrangements.

2. The delegate of Norway reserved the position of his

Government regarding the inclusion of fishery products.
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arrangement involving regulation of the production, export

or import of a commodity or regulation of prices.
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60:3 On the suggestion of the United States delegation, it was

decided to delete the definition of inter-governmental

commodity arrangements because the statement contained in

paragraph 3 of the London Charter was too broad and furthermore

the nature of inter-governmental commodity agreements was

implicit in the Chapter.


